of small stones that he found over last few years. Every day he sketches them, one after another, in order to read them carefully and closely. They show beings – numerous beings – whether they are shamans, cheonros (angels in Korean), princess and queen, or mythical bird-cum-griffin like a griffon. Shin, however, named them somewhat differently: “shyammon” rather than shaman, “tenanya” rather than cheonros, “gyriffyns” rather than griffins. A queen is named, or has the name, Shyashya. Queen Shyashya is composed of multiple and endlessly weaving lines of gyriffyn. There’s no foreground or background. One form of being leads to another to make a multitude of forms or beings. One could say, a joyful and vital form of non-existence is Queen Shyashya.
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